
 
 

 

Centenary Event News – 1st March 2021 
 

 

Dear Austin Seven Enthusiast, 
 
I feel I should start this newsletter with a small apology. It has been quite some time since the 
previous one and you may have started to wonder where we had got to. 

Truth is, there has been a lot going on behind the scenes to make sure we can provide everyone 
with the most memorably enjoyable Austin Seven event ever and we are now in 'full steam ahead' 
mode. 

So you will be hearing from us much more often during 2021 and into next year. 

We have been getting lots of questions from people posting on social media and there's been quite 
a bit of speculation (some of it rather wide of the mark!) about things to do with the event. 

Perhaps the widest of the mark suggested that only those who are members of Austin Seven clubs 
will be allowed to attend the Centenary event. 

Er no! Anyone can come so long as they purchase their ticket. 

 

 
 
NEW FAQ SECTION ON THE WEBSITE  
 
To deal with many of the questions we now have an FAQ (frequently asked questions, since you 
ask...) section on the website and we would love you to have a look at it. You will learn a lot about 
what is going to be taking place. There are a few questions that we cannot fully answer at the 
moment but we will do so just as soon as possible. 
 
https://a7centenary.com/whats-on/faqs/ 

 
If you have questions that are not answered in the FAQ, do write to us and we will do our best to 
help: info@a7centenary.com 

 



 

 
 
As I write this the sun is shining, the Covid situation is, thank goodness, improving (would it be 
cheeky to suggest that most Austin Seven owners have probably been jabbed by now?!) and there 
seems a real possibility we shall soon be freely out and about in our favourite vehicles. All good 
news. 

Also good news - the countdown meter on the Centenary website tells me there are 504 days, 23 
hours, and 4 minutes until the start of the Centenary Event. You have plenty of time to prepare to 
join in the fun. 

 

Kind regards 

Nick Salmon 

For The Austin Seven Centenary Organising Committee 
 

 
Spread the word! Please forward this email on to an y other A7 owners that you know. 
 
If you have been forwarded this email sign up to th e mailing list on our website. 
 
 
 
 

THE AUSTIN 7 CENTENARY CELEBRATION 

19th - 24th July 2022 

at The Fire Service College, Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire 
 

 
 


